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Nanostructured silicon substrates of nanopore morphology for 
buffer-layer free nanoheteroepitaxial growth of InP films  
 Alan H. Chin,*a, b Lin Gan,b and Cun-Zheng Ningb 

To reduce the cost of III-V solar cells, a buffer-layer free method of 
depositing high-quality III-V thin films onto low-cost silicon 
nanostructured substrates is proposed that is enabled by stress 
relaxation due to the nanopore morphology of the silicon 
substrate. As a proof-of-concept test of the proposed method, the 
nanoheteroepitaxial deposition of high quality InP thin film is 
examined. By comparing the deposition of InP (under conditions 
optimized for InP deposition onto InP substrates) onto 
nanostructured Si(100) substrates wtih nanopore and nanopillar 
morphologies, the morphology of nanopores is found to be 
preferred for the nanoheteroepitaxial deposition of InP films.

Despite the substantial cost reduction in solar cells over the past 
decade, further cost reduction is required to achieve an 
unsubsidized cost of solar energy that is competitive with the 
cost of fossil-fuel based energy sources. Compared to the 
currently dominant solar cells based on silicon, III-V solar cells 
have achieved the highest efficiencies for both single junction 
solar cells and multi-junction solar cells because of the high 
quality and direct bandgap of III-V materials; however, the high 
cost of III-V solar cells has limited their use to primarily niche 
applications. This high cost is primarily the result of the 
requirement for lattice matching to ensure the epitaxially 
grown III-V material is of high quality. As a result, the current 
growth of GaAs (and other III-V materials) solar cells on GaAs or 

Ge substrates remains too expensive, even when utilizing an 
epitaxial lift off process.1 

To avoid the use of an expensive GaAs or Ge substrate in the 
manufacturing of III-V solar cells, the use of an inexpensive Si 
substrate for the growth of III-V thin films has been 
considered.2-17 Although a variety of methods (e.g., the use of a 
porous Si layer13, nanoheteroepitaxy15, 17, epitaxial lateral 
overgrowth (ELOG) of III-V material9, the use of a stress-
reducing buffer layer16, and aspect ratio trapping8, 10) have 
shown promise to enable the high-quality heteroepitaxial 
growth of III-V materials onto nanostructured Si, issues remain 
(e.g., residual lattice mismatch, formation of antiphase 
domains, and thermal mismatch between the III-V material and 
Si)7 in using these methods to achieve the growth of a 
continuous III-V thin film of high quality. To produce a 
morphology of appropriate characteristics that provides both a 
high-quality crystalline substrate to initiate epitaxial growth of 
a large-area III-V film and stress relief in the epitaxially grown 
III-V film, the approach based on the use of structured Si is quite 
promising;3, 4, 11 scaling this approach down to the nanoscale 
may provide further benefits of stress relief in a thinner 
structured layer. Similarly, nanowire-assisted ELOG can provide 
stress relief by utilizing an array of III-V nanowires on the silicon 
substrate.14 However, the use of smaller structures presents 
issues in growing continuous III-V thin films.

To address issues with the aforementioned approaches 
(particularly the nanowire approach) and substantially reduce 
the cost of the substrate used in the III-V epitaxial growth 
process, the method proposed in this paper involves the use of 
low-cost Si nanostructured substrates of nanopore morphology 
that enables the epitaxial growth of III-V films without the use 
of a buffer layer. In the proposed method, the spacing between 
the nanopores and the nanopore diameter can be varied to 
optimize the subsequent epitaxial growth, in contrast to the 
difficult-to-optimize porous structure formed by etching. The 
proposed approach promises to avoid the need for a complex 
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and thick (and thus expensive) buffer layer required for 
traditional III-V on flat Si growth because the stress relief 
primarily occurs in the region near the nanopore layer. As 
schematically shown in Figure 1a) and Figure 1d), the nanopore 
morphology allows the silicon lattice to expand while providing 
more contiguous surface for epitaxial at the top compared to 
the nanopillar morphology shown in Figure 1b) and Figure 1e). 

In this study, nanostructured silicon substrates of nanopore and 
nanopillar morphologies were considered to examine the stress 
relief provided by such substrates for epitaxial InP film growth. 
Nanostructured substrates of Si were produced via nanosphere 
lithography combined with etching (see Figure S1 and Figure S2 
in the supplementary information).18 For nanopillar fabrication, 
polystyrene (PS) spheres were used directly as the mask. The 
InP or Si wafer to be processed was etched by inductively 
coupled plasma (ICP) etching. After ICP etching, the PS spheres 
were removed via exposure in O2 plasma for 4 min. For 
nanopore fabrication, a layer of Cr was deposited via thermal 
evaporation for use as the hard mask. Subsequently, the PS 
spheres coated with Cr were removed before performing ICP 
etching of the wafer. Nanopillars (Figure S3 in the 
supplementary information) and nanopores (Figure S4 in the 
supplementary information) were considered to determine the 
most appropriate nanostructured morphology for 
heteroepitaxial growth of InP onto Si substrates. 

Epitaxial InP (lattice mismatch of approximately 8% relative to 
silicon) thin films were deposited onto nanostructured 
substrates as well as reference flat substrates of Si (see Table I). 
The service of SMART Photonics was used to epitaxially deposit 
p-type InP thin film with thickness of ca. 2 µm. Note that no 
effort was made to optimize the InP deposition for Si substrates, 
as their standard epitaxial deposition process onto InP wafers 
was used (confirmed by deposition onto InP substrates). Using 
a proprietary metal-organic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCVD) process of SMART Photonics (for more information on 
the MOCVD deposition, see reference19), the InP film was 
deposited onto all of the Si substrates in the same deposition 
run. The Si substrates were cleaned to remove organics and 
particles prior to deposition. To remove the native oxide, the Si 
substrates were also dipped in HF solution, rinsed with water, 
and then dried by blowing with N2 prior to placement into the 
MOCVD chamber for InP deposition. The growth rate was ca. 1 
micron per hour. The growth occurred with the samples heated 
at a temperature in the range of 600 - 650 C. After InP 
deposition, the samples were cooled to room temperature 
under low-pressure conditions prior to removing them from the 
MOCVD chamber. Note that the difference in thermal 
expansion coefficient also results in stress that promotes 
polycrystalline growth.20

Figure 1 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 
InP on j) nanopore, k) nanopillar, and l) flat Si substrates. Note 
the more compact morphology of the InP deposited on the 
nanopore and nanopillar Si substrates compared to the InP 

deposited on the flat Si substrate that is indicative of improved 
stress relief provided by the nanostructured substrates. 

To further examine whether the Si(100) nanopore morphology 
is advantageous for providing stress relief that enables epitaxial 
deposition of InP, x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were 
performed. The XRD measurements were performed using a 
high-resolution diffractometer equipped with a Cu-Kα x-ray 
source. Figure 2a) shows XRD data for the InP film on a Si(100) 
substrate with 1 micron spaced pores (sample 1), a Si(100) 
substrate with 1 micron spaced pillars (sample 2), and a flat 
Si(100) substrate (sample 3). The (200) and (400) InP diffraction 
peaks were observed in all the InP film samples at different 
relative intensities (note that the (100) peak is forbidden in InP). 
However, the (200) and (400) InP XRD peaks for sample 2 were 
found to be significantly attenuated, and significant peaks from 
other InP diffraction planes (in particular, (211) and (220)) were 
observed; this observation indicates that sample 2 is 
polycrystalline InP (randomly oriented small grains). Similar 
multiple peaks were observed for sample 3, except with higher 
relative intensities of the (200) and (400) InP XRD peaks 
compared to those for sample 2. The InP layer of sample 3 is in 
the form of many large grains of InP crystals of various 
orientations produced because of the differences of the lattice 
constant and the coefficient of thermal expansion between InP 
and Si. Note that all of the XRD peaks for the InP film of sample 
2 were found to be shifted to significantly higher 2 diffraction 
angle relative to the XRD peaks of the polycrystalline InP film of 
sample 3, i.e., the InP film of sample 2 is stressed in a manner 
that the planes are compressed (reduction in lattice constant 
from 0.587 nm to ca. 0.579 nm, a relative difference of ca. 1.3%) 
along the surface normal. An example of the shift in the XRD 
peak is shown in Figure 2b), which shows a very small peak at 
2  31.1 for sample 2 (data for sample 2 is multiplied by 10) 
that is significantly shifted from that of InP of 2  30.5 (the 
double-peaked structure is caused by the two Cu-Kα emission 
lines of the x-ray source). XRD data for an InP(100) wafer are 
also shown for reference. To more clearly highlight the shift in 
XRD peaks of sample 2 relative to the XRD peaks of samples 1 
and 3, the normalized XRD 400 peaks of the samples are shown 
in Figure 2c). The small shift and broadening of the (400) InP 
peak in the XRD data of sample 1 with the 1 µm spaced 
nanopores indicates that the stress relief in the InP film is even 
more effective in sample 1 compared to sample 2. Moreover, 
the 1.3% relative difference in lattice constant of sample 2 
indicates that the region of nanopillar morphology does not 
accommodate the entire 8% lattice mismatch between InP 
(0.587 nm) and Si (0.543 nm). This residual stress in the compact 
InP film is likely because the Si nanopillars provide only a small 
surface area at the top for epitaxial growth. Note that the free 
expansion of the Si nanopillars allows for growth that is 
different from the stressed pseudomorphic growth on a flat Si 
substrate that results in compression of the InP planes 
perpendicular to the surface normal and expansion of the InP 
planes along the surface normal. The InP regions on top of the 
nanopores can enable stress relief in the InP film at the InP-Si 
hetero-interface (as schematically shown in Figure S5 in the 
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supplementary information). Note that the (400) InP peak for 
sample 3 (flat silicon substrate) is almost fully relaxed because 
of the formation of multiple crystal grains (instead of a 
continuous film) on the surface of the flat Si(100) substrate. 

To provide more evidence of the improved InP material quality 
with the use of nanostructures Si substrates, the 
photoluminescence of the samples at room temperature was 
measured (see Figure 3). The photoluminescence (PL) data from 
each InP film sample was obtained by illuminating the sample 
with infrared light (810 nm) from a Ti:sapphire laser (16 µW 
average power) incident normal to the surface of the sample 
and focused onto the sample (ca. 3 µm diameter spot size) and 
then collecting the PL using a custom near-infrared microscope 
setup coupled to a spectrometer with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled 
InGaAs linear array detector (note the InGaAs array detector 
cutoff at ca. 0.77 eV and the broad spectral dip at ca. 0.9 eV 
caused by atmospheric absorption). The average PL data of two 
spots were obtained for samples 1 and 2, and the average PL 
data of three spots were obtained for sample 3. The full width 
at half maximum (FWHM) of the band-edge emission peak of all 
the samples was found to be approximately the same as the 
FWHM of the reference InP(100) wafer PL, indicating primarily 
high-quality InP. The slight redshift of the band-edge PL peak 
relative to that of the InP(100) wafer PL was found to be caused 
by laser heating of the InP film (data with greater redshift and 
broadening at higher laser power is not shown). The lower 
integrated sub-bandgap PL defect emission of sample 1 is 
indicative of the higher crystalline quality of the InP film 
deposited onto the Si(100) nanopore structured substrate, 
whereas the relatively high (ca. 52% higher than sample 1) 
integrated sub-bandgap PL of the InP film of sample 2 on Si(100) 
nanopillars of 1 micron spacing is indicative of the lower 
crystalline quality of the InP film. The integrated sub-bandgap 
PL of sample 3 is slightly higher (ca. 4%) compared to that of 
sample 1, with the PL being lower in the region from 1 to 1.3 eV 
and slightly higher in the region from 0.8 to 1 eV; these 
differences may be related to the differences in the surface area 
and the number of defects at the Si-InP interface between 
sample 1 and sample 3. 

Conclusions
Considering the XRD, PL, and morphological characteristics, the 
InP film grown on the substrate with nanopore morphology was 
found to have improved quality (fully relaxed, low defects) 
compared to the InP film grown on the substrate with nanopillar 
morphology. The nanopore morphology may be particularly 
advantageous for stress relief in the InP film because of the 
reduced stress in the InP film from the expansion of the large 
area of flat Si at the heterointerface allowed by the nanopore 
morphology. Further optimization of the InP film quality may be 
achieved by adjusting the nanopore morphology and the 
growth conditions.
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Table 1. Si(100) substrates used in the epitaxial InP deposition 
study

#
Structure 
type

Distance 
between 
structures 
(nm)

Structure 
diameter 
(nm)

Structure 
height 
(nm)

1 pores 1000 500 400

2 pillars 1000 600 740

3 flat n/a n/a n/a

Figure 1.  Comparison of Si substrates of nanopore, nanopillar, 
and flat morphologies: a) and d) schematics of the stress relief 
provided by expansion of a silicon nanopore layer (arrows 
denote the possibility of lattice expansion around a Si 
nanopore); b) and e) schematics of the stress relief provided by 
expansion of a silicon nanopillar layer (arrows denote the 
possibility of lattice expansion in a Si nanopillar); c) and f) 
schematics of a flat silicon substrate; InP film deposition onto a 
Si(100) nanopore substrate: g) schematic and j) 30° tilt scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) image; InP film deposition onto a 
Si(100) nanopillar substrate: h) schematic and k) 30° tilt SEM 
image; InP film deposition onto a flat Si(100) substrate shown 
for reference: i) schematic and l) 30° tilt SEM image. 

Figure 2. a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) data (with InP plane 
assignments for the XRD peaks) of InP films deposited onto 
Si(100) substrates with different nanostructured morphologies 
(sample 1 (1 µm spaced pores, green line), sample 2 (1 µm 
spaced pillars, black line), and an InP film depostied onto a flat 
Si(100) substrate (sample 3 (blue line)); b) XRD data in the 
region around the InP (200) peak at 2  30.5; note the peak 
at 2  31.1 for sample 2 (data is multiplied by 10 to highlight 
the small peak); c) normalized XRD data in a region around the 
(400) diffraction peak of InP; the InP 400 peak is at 2  63.3; 
XRD data for an InP(100) wafer (black dashed line) are shown in 
b) and c) for reference.

Figure 3. Comparison of photoluminescence from the InP film 
at room temperature on Si(100) substrates with the same Si 
nanostructured susbtrates (sample 1, green line; sample 2, 
black line) and the flat Si(100) substrate (sample 3, blue line) 
considered in Figure 2; the photoluminescece from an InP(100) 
wafer (black dashed line) is shown for reference.
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